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ANY QUESTIONS?

TX:  	21/08/09  2000-2050

PRESENTER:	JONATHAN DIMBLEBY

PANELLISTS:	Jonathon Porritt 	– Environmental campaigner
	James Delingpole 	– Writer and broadcaster
	Mark Stephens 	– Lawyer
	Kate Mosse 	– Writer

FROM:	The Museum of Army Flying, Middle Wallop, Hampshire



DIMBLEBY  
Welcome to Hampshire and to Middle Wallop which is between the villages of Over Wallop and Nether Wallop. The three Wallops run along the line of the Wallop Brook which feeds into the River Test. Etymologists tell us that the Wallops derive their names not as you might imagine from the antisocial behaviour of their early inhabitants but from the old English term “waella” which means stream and “hop” meaning valley. We’re here as the guests of the Museum of Army Flying which borders the Army Air Course School of Aviation where both incidentally Princes William and Harry began their training. And we’re surrounded here by a variety of planes of all vintages and most of us would be glad that we don’t any longer have to fly in any of them. The museum tells the one hundred and thirty years history of what they dub “soldiers in the air” from kites and balloons to today’s attack helicopters. Our attack helicopters, metaphorically speaking, Jonathon Porritt, doyenne of the Green Party, founder of Forum For The Future and until a few weeks ago Chairman of the Sustainable Development Commission, the government’s chief environmental advisor to which post, post he was appointed by Tony Blair a decade ago. Now truly liberated Jonathon?

PORRITT
Truly liberated yes and ready for doing lots of other stuff. 

DIMBLEBY  
James Delingpole comes from a rather different tradition. Author and Spectator columnist he reviles what he calls the deceit and lies of the anthropogenic global warming industry. Anthropogenic?

DELINGPOLE
Yeah manmade. It’s a posh scientific word for manmade.

DIMBLEBY  
Got you. He’s also scathing about left liberals who he’s prone to see in his word as “stupid”.  Mark Stephens is arguably the most famous media defence lawyer in the land and a slightly left liberal leaning?

STEPHENS
That’s me. 

DIMBLEBY  
But you’re not going to sue Mr Delingpole?

STEPHENS
I certainly will if I get a chance.

DIMBLEBY  
He’s a partner in the city law firm Finers Stephens Innocent. His role as Head of Media there covers a multitude of complex and controversial issues from defamation and libel, to freedom of expression and human rights. Kate Mosse, author and broadcaster whose first two books alone in her Languedoc trilogy have sold millions of copies. How many millions?

MOSSE
Ooh, I don’t count you know, I just, I just ..

DIMBLEBY  
Four? Five?

MOSSE
Maybe five. Maybe five. 

DIMBLEBY  
Oh the envy round this hall. Formerly a publisher where she started as secretary and rose to become Editorial Director she is the cofounder of the Orange Prize for fiction and the fourth member of our panel. [APPLAUSE] Our first question please.

STANNING
John Stanning. A dying prisoner is released to be with his family. Mercy? Justice? Or politics?

DIMBLEBY  
This of course is Abdelbaset Ali al-Megrahi who is now in Tripoli.

STANNING
And perhaps Mr Biggs as well. 

DIMBLEBY  
Mark Stephens?

STEPHENS
Well I think that what we saw in Tripoli last night was ill-judged. But it reflects badly not on Kenny MacAskill the MSP who had the very difficult job of doing what he thought was right and was obviously not what he thought was going to be the popular thing. And I think he did do the right thing in that case. I think the right decision was made. Also in the Biggs case we have a notion of justice in this country which deals with punishment, rehabilitation and public safety. We don’t have a notion of justice which deals with vengeance. And in those circumstances I think that the right decisions were made in both cases. They were difficult decisions. They were made after very careful consideration. But basically where somebody is within three months of death it is very likely that they will be released. They are very few and far between these cases but I think we should applaud Kenny MacAskill for making a difficult decision which the Americans won’t understand because they’re much more interested in finding humane ways to kill people and carry out their death sentences than they are in finding out and dealing with compassion on which our justice is made.

DIMBLEBY  
We’ve heard, we’ve heard, forgive me, we’ve heard the anger of the families of the victims. Are you attributing to those individuals who say that he ought to have remained inside until he died the motives that you’ve just described to Americans who you say prefer looking at ways of how to kill people?

STEPHENS
No. I think that it’s very understandable that if you’ve lost a loved one that you would hold  particular point of view. And it’s right that anyone making a decision, whether it’s Kenny MacAskill in Scotland or Jack Straw in England who’s making a decision about releasing someone on compassionate grounds should take into account the views of the victims. But we also have to temper justice with mercy and compassion and I think that’s what’s happened in both of these cases and I think that they dealt with the cases rightly. And I think it is wrong to give way to public sentiment and the lynch mob in these kind of cases.

DIMBLEBY  
James Delingpole?

DELINGPOLE
Can I say first of all that I do personally feel slightly uncomfortable about the conviction of Mr al-Megrahi. There were other countries other than Libya which had a much better reason to bring down that aircraft. And I think the obvious candidate for that is Iran. It was a revenge attack I believe for the shooting down only a few months earlier of an Iranian air liner by the USS Vincennes. That said Mr al-Megrahi was convicted of this crime and I think possibly there should have been a retrial and he should perhaps have been found innocent that way. But what we have here is a fudge. What we’re sending out to our enemies in the Islamist world is that we do not take seriously the shooting down of two hundred and seventy innocent people, the worst terrorist atrocity over British soil. And as far as the court of law is concerned the man is guilty. He should have stayed in prison. [APPLAUSE]

DIMBLEBY  
Jonathan Porritt?

PORRITT
I think my instincts are more with Mark on this one than they are with James. And I think at the end of the day the decision that was taken was the, the right decision. I suspect the indignation about the reception for the man in Tripoli will pass quite quickly but it must be unbelievably galling right now for those people who are still feeling that intense pain on behalf of the victims of the Lockerbie disaster. The only thing that I’m still slightly mystified by is why it wasn’t possible to take advantage of the newly negotiated Prisoner Transfer Agreement. I’m told there is some legal reason. Mark may be able to sort this out for me, why he couldn’t have been transferred from a prison in Scotland to a prison in Libya, which seems to me an available compromise. Perhaps that’s far too soft between these two voices we’ve heard so far. But it seems to me that would still have tempered justice with mercy. It still would have allowed for compassion to be shown to a dying man. 

DIMBLEBY  
Would it have been possible insofar as you may know, Mark Stephens, to have used that newly negotiated Prisoner Exchange between the British government and the government in Tripoli?

STEPHENS
It would have been possible but it would have taken too long. The man would have been dead. Because the whole process of, legal process would have to have taken place first. 

DIMBLEBY  
Had you finished Jonathon?

PORRITT
Pretty much. I’m always open to the possibility that whenever people need to they can find expedited ways of making these processes work and I very much doubt they wouldn’t have been able to do it in this case. So for me that would have been the fairest way of doing this rather than the way that has been, the way in which it has been done in these circumstances. 

DIMBLEBY  
Kate Mosse? Family? Mercy, justice or politics, the fact he was allowed to return to the family?

MOSSE
I found myself very moved by the Justice Sectary for Scotland and the way that he explained the legal decision and the, the words I was glad in public life to hear, words such as “compassion” and “mercy”. And I think they are right. On the other hand I have a concern about, generally, about the issue of people being convicted for crimes and not serving sentences. And so I found myself in a very odd position here that I, there was part of me that was very glad that the man could die at home and there was the other part of me thinking the people who died on the plane didn’t have a chance to say goodbye. But I think more importantly, I think that if you see it in a legal way, Mark’s absolutely right, you must separate the scenes in Tripoli from the legal decision that was made in Scotland. If you follow the principle of law which I believe we should, then he was doing the right thing. But for me I feel that it was not the right decision to make actually in the circumstance because I feel if there is a sense, not of I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t use the word “enemies”. I don’t think this is a helpful language in the world we are at the moment. But I do think that if you are convicted of a crime, I agree with James about maybe there should have been a retrial, but I do think we have a problem in the United Kingdom that if you are convicted as a crime, for a crime, rehabilitation, absolutely, compassion, absolutely. But surely you must serve your sentence. And you know it’s not just Biggs but it’s also Guinness who is the only person I believe who’s ever recovered from Alzheimer’s, you know. So there have been other occasions where people have been released early on compassionate grounds and it’s not, I’m not sure that that is the way to deal with the situation ...

DIMBLEBY  
Can I, with you Mark Stephens, pick up James Delingpole’s point in these terms; there is a great deal of speculation swirling around this case about his guilt or innocence. And people talk about the possibility of a public inquiry. He himself dropped his appeal and people wonder whether that was a sort of political deal of some kind. Simple question – could there still be and with your knowledge of the, of the law, insofar as you’ve got a knowledge of this case, would it be useful to have, reopen the case in the form of a public inquiry?

STEPHENS
I think it would be unhelpful in the long run. And the reason I think is that there’s so much internet-fuelled madness, probably enough for a whole psychiatric conference, that it’s unnecessary to give more vent to that. And so in those circumstances I think it is better to draw the line where it is. 

DIMBLEBY  
Let me ask the audience here. Who has the view that it was a sound, a good decision, to release him on compassionate grounds? Would you put your hands up? Who thinks it was a bad decision and shouldn’t have taken place? Well the large majority, I’d say about seventy per cent of this audience felt it was not the right decision. You will surely have thoughts about that as about the other issues we’re discussing here. The number to ring after the Saturday broadcast of this programme is 03700 100444 and the email address any.answers@bbc.co.uk. Our next question please. 

HOLYOAKE
Michael Holyoake. Are exam results a reliable barometer of successful education policy?

DIMBLEBY  
The A Level results of course are just out, record passes, record number of A’s and thousands of students qualified for university but not now able to get in very probably. Jonathon Porritt?

PORRITT
I think they’re as good a barometer as you might want. It seems to me that this annual opportunity to bash the hard work of thousands and thousands of young people that they do at their A Levels is a ridiculous one and does nobody any favours at all. And the fact that twenty six, twenty seven per cent of those young people now get A grades in these exams is for me something that we ought to feel collectively pretty good about frankly. There are all sorts of reasons why that increases every year and some of them are good reasons. It seems to me that a lot of people now do work incredibly hard to achieve these results, even though there may be some grade inflation as it is called. So my feeling is that this is a reasonable barometer. I think it could be improved. I think the suggestion that maybe we need to differentiate in terms of the top grade between an A and an A star which of course is going to be introduced next year will help again. But there’s always going to be some mechanism for sorting out the winners and the losers in any exam-based system. I taught for ten years myself and that never gets any less cruel for those who don’t manage to come out top at the end of the day. So for me the A Level system is not perfect. No system is perfect. But I think it’s a perfectly reasonable barometer for the quality and the level of attainment in our education system these days. 

DIMBLEBY  
Kate Mosse?

MOSSE
Well I find myself agreeing with Jonathon in many ways about, particularly about the issue that many students including many of us on this panel have teenagers who’ve been going through all of this, work incredibly hard, only to see the newspapers year after year tell them that it’s not worth anything, that they haven’t achieved anything. So I think that there is a really big issue about the politicisation of grades and education. The thing that concerns me most I suppose is that if, you know figures vary but broadly speaking, ninety per cent of pupils in this country go to comprehensive schools. More than fifty per cent of the people that took A’s this year were from private schools. Only twenty per cent of state school students get an A. So I think that the issue is partly for me about what is being judged. Hard work should always be applauded, in any child, wherever they are, whatever they’re doing. But I think that there is now an education system which delivers on the basis of a certain quality of teaching, a certain quality of expectation. And that in many of the private schools it is an expectation that almost everybody – I mean the figures are quite extraordinary. Eighty per cent of private school educated children will get A’s and B’s. Now do we really believe that ninety per cent of the children in this country are less clever than that? I don’t think we can ...

DIMBLEBY  
So what is it? You think the ..

MOSSE
Well ..

DIMBLEBY  
.. teaching is better? The, the atmosphere is better? Morale is more consistently high? What do you think it is?

MOSSE
I think one of the things that although it’s always talked about class sizes I think actually the issue is the size of schools not actually the class sizes as such. And many of us know teachers – my mother and my mother-in-law, my husband are all teachers. When you have schools where the teachers do not know the majority of the children at all you have all sorts of issues about who’s doing what and who’s being inspired to do what. I do also think that there, in my day – I’m in my late forties – there was a sense of with A Levels, with all grades – and Jonathon’s mentioned grade inflation – that there was a percentage of pupils given any cohort of a year across the country that would be expected to achieve in my day an A and then a B and a C. And that was how it used to be done. Nowadays there is a very straightforward points system which means it is possible to get an A, certainly at GCSE level, not necessarily at A Level for reading sections of a novel. Now as a writer I find that quite alarming because I would rather the brilliant student who read the book on their own and wrote a brilliant answer that didn’t tick every box than someone who has been taught how to answer the questions. Now it is very complicated. But I think that if you have a very broad brush points system which is that if you are in a school with extremely high qualifications and selective entry then everybody in there is going to broadly speaking being taught the same thing. And if you do the work that you’re asked to do you will achieve a certain grade. In many comprehensive schools the people who achieve those A and B grades they are doing it with the help of incredibly dedicated stu.., er teachers, but often in much less if you like benign environment. So I think for me it’s I think Jonathon’s right. We should be applauding all of the students that got their results. The ones that got the C when they were predicted a D, they deserve as much praise as the A stars in my opinion. But we do need to look at what’s going on between the state and the public sector. 

DIMBLEBY  
James Delingpole?

DELINGPOLE
I think it’s totally fantastic news. Our glorious Soviet Socialist Republic has produced yet more tractors for the umpteenth year running. The problem is that nobody wants to buy these tractors because basically they don’t work. Can I give, can I test the audience on a sample ..

DIMBLEBY  
Can I just interject for a second? They don’t want to buy the tractors cos they don’t work. Are you saying that the graduates at A Level with their A’s or whatever don’t work?

DELINGPOLE
I’m saying that people are coming to universities now, for example they have to do – there are sixty university science departments now where the first year undergraduates have to do remedial maths classes to cope with the fact they’ve been so ill-educated by our dumbed-down system. I was going to test the audience on a GCSE biology question. Do we sweat through A our kidneys, B our liver, C our lungs or D our skin? Anyone know the answer to that one? 

DIMBLEBY  
I think rather than go through all of that, if you give us what, what the correct answer is or you can hold off and it may come in to Any Answers. But you can give us the correct ..

DELINGPOLE
Well have a guess.

DIMBLEBY  
What’s the point you’re making?

DELINGPOLE
The point I’m making is we need to restore some rigour to our system. It’s no good .. [APPLAUSE] I mean Jonathan it’s a no-brainer. I cannot believe that I heard Jonathon actually buying this guff. Various education ministers have connived in this nonsense – not only Labour ones unfortunately but Tory ones too. Because no education minister wants to be the one under whose watch A Level results decline. But it needs a bit of courage. And I think one, one of the few things one can say for this new panty-waist Tory Party which is about to take power, is that they do have a, a half way decent Shadow Education Minister, Michael Gove, who I think is prepared to nail his colour to the mast and restore rigour to the system.

DIMBLEBY  
I will come back to you Jonathon on “buying guff” in a moment. But before, before you buy or sell guff Mark Stephens?

STEPHENS
Well I think the question is A Levels a barometer for whom. And is it for the students, the students who have done amazingly well yesterday and should be applauded for their efforts and for the outcomes or is it the certificates that they walk away with for their employers and their prospective universities? And I suspect it’s the latter. And as the Chair of Governors at the University of East London, one of the modern universities, what we look for is access and participation. We do not look for people who have been schooled often in private education to pass A Levels to a particular grade. We look for the human being and we look for the potential in that human being.

DIMBLEBY  
Are you uninterested then in the grade?

STEPHENS
I think that we’re interested in the grade but we’re much more interested in the other factors around a human being which actually make them likely to be more employable. And I think it’s interesting. All the modern universities adopt this approach. And if you look at the employability statistics of modern universities – my own university, the University of East London has got comparable employability statistics, i.e. when you leave university with your degree you are as likely as an Oxbridge graduate to walk into a job. That is not the same thing that can be said for the red bricks. 

DIMBLEBY  
Do you have as James Delingpole referred to and is constantly or frequently referred to, a problem of students coming who do at the stage at which they come have difficulties with literacy and, and numeracy, not being able to spell properly, not being able to punctuate et cetera or not being able to do mathematics that you can resolve if they have those problems in the time that makes them as employable as their intelligence should allow them to be?

STEPHENS
No. People who come with A Levels by and large can do the things that are necessary in order to pass the courses which they apply for. And invariably they do. So I think that the ..

DIMBLEBY  
But do they have, just, cos you’re a lawyer. You have to be highly literate. You have to use words with great precision. Is there a problem generally which is, I mean there was a clapping from this audience in the context of rigour. Is there a problem of people who, who don’t have the wherewithal to reach their potential because they don’t write well or clearly and don’t spell properly to take one example?

STEPHENS
Clearly that’s a factor. And clearly one of the things that you would improve in the course of your tertiary education is if you haven’t picked it up in your secondary are the things that are going to be necessary. But as we see with the outcomes the people are getting the jobs. And if people are getting the jobs employers are happy and so therefore it is a good indicator and a good barometer.

DIMBLEBY  
You’ve been buying guff Jonathon Porritt?

PORRITT
Yeah well to be accused of offering you all guff from James is of course quite an accolade so I’m very grateful to him that he got that in so, so quickly. It’s for me just one of these right wing urban myths that this is a demonstration yet again of the under performance of the system, a failure of this government rather than any other government. It’s trotted out every single year. And it seems to me that if there is some falling short in terms of what the A Level system provides universities with and provides employers with it’s a very small falling short. And with Kate I would much more, much rather concentrate on the two things that cause me a lot of concern here. One is the fact that there is this widening gulf between the state education system and private education and the second is the fact that one in five young people leave education in this country without any qualification whatsoever. It seems to me that’s an area where we need to prioritise ..

DIMBLEBY  
Michael ..

PORRITT
.. investment from the government. 

DIMBLEBY  
Michael Holyoake, you posed the question. What’s your thought?

HOLYOAKE
Well as a teacher myself the last thing that I want to do is to denigrate the, the great achievements of A Level students and the dedication of their teachers. My experience is in primary and I just know that the government has been very successful in creating a culture of basically teaching to the tests. And I just feel that teaching is probably the most micro managed and straitjacketed profession of recent times.

DIMBLEBY  
Does that mean that you think that exam results are not a reliable barometer of a successful policy?

HOLYOAKE
Yes. I believe so. 

DIMBLEBY  
[APPLAUSE] Yeah, quick, a very quick word to you James Delingpole?

DELINGPOLE
Yeah we’re talking about, about the, the gulf between, between state schools and private schools. It’s simply because at private schools they still teach the old standards. At private schools now they teach the International GCSE which as the same rigour as the old GCSE which is why you’ve got the ludicrous spectacle of these league tables showing that Eton and St Paul’s are at the bottom because the government has decided that the International GCSE, which is harder, doesn’t count. 

DIMBLEBY  
Thank you. If you have thoughts about this issue, that number once again after the Saturday broadcast of the programme is 03700 100444.  We’ll go to our next please.

CHAPMAN
Elke Chapman. We know our young men are dying as heroes in Afghanistan but does the panel think they are still dying for queen and country or have we lost our way?

DIMBLEBY  
Kate Mosse?

MOSSE
I think that’s a really good way to put it. I think that there are two completely different debates to be had on the issue of Afghanistan. Obviously there were the elections yesterday. There were, you know it’s presented as a two horse race. But there are many people such as Malalai Joya you know the very brave woman who’s standing there, who’s standing on a women’s right platform. Many of you will know the laws that have just been changed in Afghanistan making it now legal for women to be raped within marriage and starved within marriage should they not agree to what their husbands require of them. So there are, they’re the issues about what is going on in the country and what we think we’re achieving there. There’s also the issue for me taking up your question of Queen and country of the way that our servicemen and women are being treated when they come back. And the lack of respect for what they are going through. Now I, broadly speaking, I suppose you know I’m sitting with James but I’m more broadly speaking in a political sense, on that side of the platform in terms of a, sort of a more liberal approach to the armed forces hitherto, but over the last few years, partly because I know a lot of soldiers at all levels I suppose, I have become appalled at the fact that we still ask young men as we did in 1914 to go out without the proper equipment, without proper briefing, with even their military commanders saying we can’t do this job. We cannot keep these men and women safe. And then when they are coming back to this country for Queen and country as you say, there is no longer the regimental system that supports people. There are no longer hospitals that look after people. So I think that there is a very confused message now. My own view is that we have no idea what we’re doing in Afghanistan, that the politicians should not be telling the military men what they’re doing. If we’re going to have soldiers there we should give them the equipment they need. We should respect what they’re doing. I don’t think we should be there. It’s not my approach to solving problems. But if we’re going to ask those men and women to be there then we should give them one hundred per cent support both over there in financial and military and equipment terms and when they come home. I don’t want to stand and see all of those people in Wotton Bassett but I think it’s right to take your hat off when those coffins go by.

DIMBLEBY  
And when .. [APPLAUSE] And when the Prime Minister, the Foreign Secretary, Defence Secretary say with some ferocity that the purpose, the ultimate purpose is to make the streets of Britain safer for British citizens, does that weigh with you in the balance?

MOSSE
I think that’s a really specious argument personally. I think that if you go into somebody else’s country, for whatever your reasons, to pretend that it’s entirely disinterested if you like, that there is somehow a sort of set of dominoes that if you do one thing there then there will be a consequent there is misleading at best. It is true that there is a moral responsibility for the British in Afghanistan because any of you who like me are Sherlock Holmes fans you only need to read all of those stories to know about the Afghan wars and actually this long history of responsibility there. But to say that it isn’t to do with all sorts of other issues I think is specious really.

DIMBLEBY  
Mark Stephens?

STEPHENS
Well I think we’ve got to not confuse politics with soldiering. Soldiers do the bidding of our politicians. And we as a society have got to give them clear objectives. The soldiers who are in Afghanistan and indeed I think the British public and I suspect this audience have no idea, no clear idea what a win in Afghanistan looks like. Is it no Al Q.. Al Qaeda? Is it no heroin poppies? Is it no Taliban? No Afghan army? Is it a puppet regime so we can get out? Nobody actually knows. And one of the problems of this campaign is that we haven’t given our army clear objectives so that we know when it’s over. History is where we should be looking for the lessons here. In 1839 we went in for three years and we left in a shambles. We’ve been there three years, we’re in a shambles, we should be leaving now. Alexander the Great was the only person in my view who actually got this right. He went through as quickly as he could. He married a local tribal chieftain’s wife, daughter and moved on to India as quickly as he could possibly go. And it seems to me that we should be doing much the same, moving on and getting out. [APPLAUSE]

DIMBLEBY  
James Delingpole?

DELINGPOLE
I agree with Kate. I find myself in partial agreement with Mark. I can think of lots of reasons why our involvement in Afghanistan is extremely dicey. But we have to remember that we are part of an international coalition. Many countries are involved. We can’t just pull out unilaterally. What kind of message would that send out? I think what we do need to understand though that if we are going to be there – and I think we probably should be there – then we need to give our servicemen and women a better deal. At the moment we are sending them out on patrol on fixed routes enabling the Taliban to lay IEDs en-route, blow them up and then lay further IEDs ready to take out the people who come to rescue the casualties. This has happened on three occasions in the last month. I think we ought to be learning from these lessons and understanding that A to avoid this problem we need greater air mobility, we need more helicopters. We need more MRAP vehicles, more mine and IED resistance vehicles. We need better surveillance, aerial surveillance where you can detect whether there have been changes in the terrain where mines might have been laid. We have to understand I’m not allowed to swear on Any Questions but we are – and use potty language – but we have, if we’re going to be in Afghanistan we have to bleep or get off the pot. 

DIMBLEBY  
Jonathon Porritt?

PORRITT
Yes well I think that the reality of this is as we’ve heard from Mark and Kate, I mean it does seem to me that we don’t know why we’re in Afghanistan any longer. Maybe we once did but we certainly don’t know why we are now. I think the suggestion from politicians that we are there in order to keep us safer here in the UK is not just specious as Kate described it but blatantly dishonest. The suggestion that the campaign we are fighting against the Taliban in the south of Afghanistan is all to do with increasing levels of security on our streets here in the UK is unbelievable. I mean George Bush may have been able to peddle lies of that kind when he justified the war in Iraq. The idea that we’re being asked to swallow the same guff, to use James’s phrase, is for me unbelievable. So we are living a lie in that respect. And we’re living a lie if we think that we can win whatever the cause is in Afghanistan by armed force. This is a battle of ideas. It isn’t basically a military battle. It’s a battle of ideas that is going to have to be fought out over many, many years. So in that regard I think we need to come out of Afghanistan as soon as we possibly can. I don’t think that’ll happen in the short term. I think there’s going to be a difficult period when we have to play our part in the coalition. James is quite correct about that. And that means we do have to enable our servicemen and women to fight that battle in the best possible way, with their interests uppermost in their minds, not just when they’re in Afghanistan but in particular when they come back to this country. And the fact that so many wounded servicemen and women are treated in the way they are treated back here in this country is for me one of the most repugnant, abhorrent aspects about the failure of this government to get to grips with our limited military power these days and not do it in the right way.

DIMBLEBY  
Kate Mosse? [APPLAUSE]

MOSSE
And there is, as a writer, one of the things that’s been most extraordinary about, particularly about what’s going on in Afghanistan is that never since the first world war has there been so much writing from the soldiers who have been there. So whether it’s Chris Hunter, Eight Lives Down or it’s An Ordinary Soldier by Beatty or The Hero Inside that’s about to be published which is ex-servicemen, wounded servicemen coming back, we can all read for ourselves, not filtered through politicians, what the real men and women who have been there in Afghanistan have seen. And what is so inspiring about books, particularly such as Eight Lives Down – he was the bomb disposal man, Chris Hunter – is that his views of politics and what were being done completely, they are the sort of books when I read that it transformed my view of what I thought Britain was doing there. Because they would say these are, these are, this is a battle, can’t be won. So we are extraordinarily lucky to at least be able to hear from real people what’s going on. And we don’t need to have the politicians in between us and them. 

DIMBLEBY  
James Delingpole?

DELINGPOLE
One more thing. I detect a certain complacency on politicians both, on both sides of the political divide about a sort of acceptable level of casualties. We’ve only lost – only – just over two hundred men in Afghanistan so far. That’s, that’s half as many as we lost in the Cyprus emergency. But what we’re forgetting is that for every man or woman that gets killed we are now sustaining about thirty or forty wounded. In World War Two it was about one death to every four wounded. This is an extraordinary amount of, of our brightest and best young men and women coming back with, with, without limbs, blinded. And I think we need to take this into account. And the way to reduce the number of deaths paradoxically is to actually increase the number of troops out there and spend more money on them. We have to do it. We owe it to our servicemen. 

DIMBLEBY  
We could go on with that. We’ll return to it but we’ll go to our next question please.

GENT
DJ Gent. Is the answer to an eighty per cent reduction in carbon emissions blowing in the wind?

DIMBLEBY  
I introduced you in this context – James Delingpole?

DELINGPOLE
Why pick on me first? Okay. I was stunned by how beautiful this part of the world is. I haven’t been round here before. And I was thinking does anyone here think Danebury Hill Fort could do with a windmill on top of it and a wind turbine? Hands up who would like a wind farm? Because I think that a lot of bad things – one person – a lot of bad things are being done in the name of the environment. It’s weird. That it’s a bit like the US general in the Vietnam War who said in order to save the city we had to destroy it. And I see this very much with the environmental movement. I see that Jonathan for example is a big supporter of the Severn Barrage which is going to cost about eight times as much as a nuclear power station and it’s going to wipe out the mud flats which are where all the birds are. I see plans to carpet this country, this most, some of the most beautiful, well I think it’s the most beautiful country on earth with wind farms that won’t actually replace our power stations. You’re going to have to have power stations as back ups for the when the windmills don’t work. I don’t think this is sense at all. And this is, this is what we’re, this is the, the, the fall out of the green movement’s zealotry. [APPLAUSE]

DIMBLEBY  
Jonathon Porritt?

PORRITT
Zealotry. Mmm. I’m amazed that so many of you clapped so enthusiastically at that. I suspect it means that you still think people like James and Jeremy Clarkson are better advisors on the science of climate change than the Royal Society, the government’s Chief Scientific Advisor or the vast majority of the world’s scientists. I don’t know on what basis you think they’re better mentors for you in this particular debate and I would strongly advise you to take your advice, your scientific advice from those who actually know what they’re talking about rather than those who just expostulate in the way that you’ve just heard. So .. [APPLAUSE] It’s only once you understand what the science is really telling us which is that we face a very grim future for humankind indeed unless we aim for the eighty per cent reduction that you’re talking about by 2050. Unless you understand how that science then cascades through the decision making process you won’t be able to come to a judgement about this. And what that means is we are going to have to massively ramp up the amount of energy that we derive from renewables, from wind and other sources including the tidal barrage. Wonderful that James is such an ardent defender of the mud flats. At last he’s found a cause worth defending. We have to do this. We don’t have a choice about this. We have to find the ways of bringing forward those new energy choices. And yes I make no apology for this, I am a very enthusiastic advocate of wind power. I have increasingly less time for those whose nimby-ist sentiments persuade them that somehow the best route to defending their cherished landscapes is by letting it be drowned by a huge amount later on in life. Which particular bit of the landscape do you want to defend James if what we’re threatened by is a seven metre rise in sea levels? So we aren’t really doing the calculations in the right kind of way. And frankly for me we’re surrounded by so many mischief makers, so many people in the media who continue to obfuscate and basically tell lies. Basically tell lies. Both about, both about climate change and about the impact of wind power on people’s lives. Most of what you hear about that is just straight, outright lying. That’s what it is these days. So it really worries me that this country at the moment has such a poor quality debate as a consequence of ... 

DELINGPOLE
... 

DIMBLEBY  
James Delingpole then I’ll bring in the other two.

DELINGPOLE
We’ve heard a classic case there of what the Director of Greenpeace called emotionalising the issue when he was talking about why a Greenpeace press release on the declining ice levels in the Arctic turned out to be untrue. But it was necessary he said to emotionalise the issue. Well I mean I, you know I’m sorry but we’ve ..

PORRITT
I’ve been talking about science James. 

DELINGPOLE
The the... yeah. Okay let ..

PORRITT
I haven’t been talking about emotion.

DELINGPOLE
.. me talk about science briefly Jonathan. Briefly talk about science. One of the main theories, one of the main computer modelling theories is that as CO2 levels rise so inexorably global temperatures will rise. Well for the last twelve years they haven’t risen. They’ve actually fallen. Well I think CO2 levels have risen in that time. So there are holes in your side’s argument as well.

DIMBLEBY  
Just on that particular point Jonathon Porritt?

PORRITT
Well it’s completely wrong for one thing. So the difficulty about all of this is these kind of little statements get out into the media and then every time you hear them banded around they become truth as it were. And as you all know anyway the earth is still flat. So I don’t know what we’re worried about. 

DIMBLEBY  
Okay. I’ll bring in Kate Mosse now. 

MOSSE
Well I find these debates quite peculiar to listen to because I think that there are two issues that are more important for me than whether one side is right and one side is wrong. You know it’s not a tennis match. If we think that there are things that would be better for the planet do we need to prove that they have to be done to try them. So that’s the first thing, that I think the idea that one side is proven, the other side is lying is rather silly. You know could we not grow up a bit and let’s just do some of the things that might work? On the question of wind farms ..

DIMBLEBY  
It’s quite difficult to do some of the things that quite, that might work or should work if people don’t believe they will work in a democratic environment. Isn’t that why you do have a very passionate argument?

MOSSE
Well no because I don’t think you only do things if you have proof already that they will work. In the rest of our lives we all try. And it’s you know the Becket thing – no try again, fail again, fail better. You know we don’t only do things when we, you know otherwise there’d be very little medicine. You know you do need to sometimes put your toe in the water and see what happens. On the question of wind farms I, you know I’m a Sussex girl. And I do live in rolling landscape and have a great sentimental attachment to landscape both in England and in France I suppose. And it matters a lot to me. But I think the idea that electricity pylons are acceptable and normal and beautiful and wind farms are ugly and will spoil a hill is a little childish shall we say. I mean in the South West of France there is more wind I will agree. There are now many, many wind farms. Over the past twenty years that we’ve partly lived in that part of France in the Languedoc, wind farms have appeared everywhere. And they are in my opinion rather beautiful. But that’s not really the point. The point is that we all benefit from the things that modern science or the modern environment take forward. We all are prepared to use those things. And I think that, I would agree with Jonathon on the issue that if we need to find alternatives I don’t think it is always going to be a question of either, or. It is a question of if this helps a bit isn’t that a good thing. You know we all should do our little bit. We don’t always have to rule the world. You know step by step, small steps. 

DIMBLEBY  
Mark Stephens? [APPLAUSE]

STEPHENS
Emotionalise? Well the fact is that in Northern India the aquifer is going down by four centimetres a year. That will have an impact on people in Northern India but elsewhere. It’s also a fact that the people of Basingstoke, somewhat closer to where we are in Middle Wallop, haven’t got enough water for the town of Basingstoke and something’s going to have to be done about it. So to some extent the issues are emotional. Can we prove it beyond doubt? I think the argument is proven. The problem here is that the gamble if we’re, if we’re wrong and we go with the naysayers is that it’s just too disastrous for words. The world will come to an end. So therefore why don’t we take the small steps such as wind, such as the Severn Barrier, such as the Wash Barrier, all of those things to contribute. And if they help prevent global warming then all well and good. We will survive as a species. [APPLAUSE]

DIMBLEBY  
Mr Gent you posed the question. What’s your thought?

GENT
Yes. I would like to say that I think the media find a need to polarise the discussion to obviously sell papers and have, have active debates. But the science is quite unequivocal. And I think it’s a lot cheaper to take action now than find out in twenty years time that we really should have done and have to pay a lot more money to solve the problem. 

DIMBLEBY  
Just very briefly against that James Delingpole, if the, if the, if the overwhelming scientific expertise is of the view that this is ..

DELINGPOLE
But it isn’t ..

DIMBLEBY  
.. very serious and is partly a source of because of human behaviour the prevailing view of the rest of the panel ..

DELINGPOLE
Jonathan ..

DIMBLEBY  
.. why not take action ..

DELINGPOLE
I think ..

DIMBLEBY  
.. in case it is at the very least ..

DELINGPOLE
.. the science, the science, I can’t accept that because the science is not settled. Thirty thousand scientists have signed a document saying that we do not believe in this anthropogenic global warming. That does not sound to me like a consensus at all. And Jonathon, Jonathon can come up with all sorts of his statistics and I’ll come up with all sorts of mine. We’ll never get anywhere. We haven’t got time for this but ..

DIMBLEBY  
Thirty, thirty thousand scientists?

DELINGPOLE
A debate ..

DIMBLEBY  
Of, of, of ..

DELINGPOLE
From around the world. 

DIMBLEBY  
... climate change scientists?

DELINGPOLE
In, of, rather – yes. Rather like the IPC. All these things, the scientists from the IPCC, they’re not all climate change scientists. They come from all sorts of fields. 

PORRITT
Okay.

DELINGPOLE
... throw back these claims back and forth. We’re going to get nowhere. 

PORRITT
I’m not going to, I’m not going to ...

DELINGPOLE
No. Good. 

PORRITT
You’re right. There are a lot of scientists. Some of them intelligent and eminent in their own fields who continue to dissent from the overarching consensus about climate change. And that will always be the case. But the question you have to ask yourself is why do governments follow the guidance of some scientists and reject the advice of other scientists? Is it because they’ve all been beguiled and seduced by this climate change conspiracy? Is it because they’re incapable of making good judgments about the quality of the advice they’re getting? What is it that has persuaded every government in the world today including the United States to follow the consensus of the inter-governmental panel ..

DELINGPOLE
That’s not quite true ..

PORRITT
.. on climate change.

DELINGPOLE
The Australian ... just gone and rejected ... 

DIMBLEBY  
We will ..

DELINGPOLE
..thrown out the cap and trade bill. 

DIMBLEBY  
We will ..

DELINGPOLE
That’s not true Jonathan. You know you’re coming up with completely untrue statements. I, you know I can’t accept this.

PORRITT
James sorry, you need to get a little bit up to date on this. They are signatories to Kyoto. They’ve just rejected ..

DELINGPOLE
You get with the programme as well.

PORRITT
They’ve rejected one particular measure recently. They have not pulled out of ..

DELINGPOLE
They’ve rejected cap and trade because several of them ..

PORRITT
Big deal. They’ve not pulled out of Kyoto.

DELINGPOLE
.. did not believe the claims.

PORRITT
They’ve not pulled out of Kyoto. 

DIMBLEBY  
Can I just ask the audience here as we come to the end of this programme, who believes the warnings of the panel of international scientists that global warming is very serious and that action does have to be taken of the kind that Jonathon Porritt has been talking about? Would you put your hands up. Those who do not believe it to be the case and who tend to share James’s view would you put your hands up. Well in this case there is a I think fairly an overwhelming majority that takes the view of Jonathon Porritt on this. If you’ve got thoughts about that then the number to ring is 03700 100444. The email address is any.answers@bbc.co.uk. Next week we’re going to be in Chipping Norton in Oxfordshire and on the panel Lord Heseltine, of course former Conservative cabinet minister and deputy prime minister. The dean of the Oxford Business School Professor Colin Mayer. Yasmin Alibhai-Brown the columnist,and the former Labour minister and very active socialist Tony Benn. I hope you can join us then but for now from the Museum of Army Flying in Middle Wallop, I just – I’m so feeble. I just love saying Middle Wallop. I don’t know why. I have to say goodbye.

END OF TRANSCRIPT

